
DEMO REEL EDITING 
FINE TUNING & ANNUNCIATION

LA REELS

2 Rounds of notes included 
  Round 1: Note session with LA REELS before any editing has started
  Round 2: Notes from TimeCoded Demo Reel Edit for final

Pricing:
Demo Reel Editing 3-5 Clips:  $125
Additional Clips:  $35/Clip
TV/FILM Ripping: $50/Clip
Credit Card / Paypal   4% Surcharge
Check / Cash / Venmo / Cashapp 0% Surcharge

If you have Pre-Existing footage from a short film, movie, TV show, etc,  
and need it fine tuned to highlight you, contact Brett@LAREELS.com

*We do not accept or rip files from DVDs.
**Any links provided from Youtube, Vimeo and other upload-able 
sites are most likely able to download with ease, sometimes they 
may not be availalbe. Be sure to provide the available links and 
TIMECODES where you appear.
 ***Any links from professional video on demand services i.e. 
Netflix, Hulu, Amazon, HBOGO, iTunes, etc will have to be ripped 
and are subject to the $50/Clip Fee.
DEMO REEL EDITING EXAMPLES @ www.LAREELS.com/edits

LA REELS DEFINITION KEY
Pre-Existing Footage: Footage that has already been filmed 
and edited from Raw footage into it ’s final export; either in a 
film, tv show, already produced project, etc.

Raw Footage / Raw Audio: Footage that is directly from the 
camera or audio recorder.  This footage has not been edited, 
has not been synced, and/or has not been color corrected. 
(*Raw Footage/Audio is subject to a different rate charge for 
EDITING, SYNCING and MASTERING).

Clip: A clip is defined as 1 scene under 3 minutes.  

Timecode: The run time of any movie file from 00:00:00 
(Hours: Minutes: Seconds) seconds to it ’s final time.  It usually 
appears as a white set of numbers on the screen, but can also 
be taken from the play head of any movie/video file.

In & Out Points: The parts in the Timecode that your 
performance is located in each clip, starting with the start 
time (In) and your end time (Out).  Example, 01:35 - 2:14.  This 
is IN @ 1min 35 secs and OUT @ 2 min 14 secs.

2-7 Day Turnaround  
from start to finish w/provided notes
  Files delivered digitally via Wetransfer
  High Definition (HD)
  Standard Definition (SD)

  Pre-existing Demo Reel Edits Start @ $125 for 3(3min) clips. 
  Or up to 5 shorter clips. Additional clips and editing are $35/clip.  

Client Demo Reel Edit Preparation:
  Please organize all your Clips/Movie files and Links together in 1 list.
  Mark your In & Out Points from the timecode of each video from where 

   you enter the scene and where you exit or if the scene ends!
  Upon the first note session we will go over all of this content together.


